GA convenes tonight to face thorny issues

By Duff McRoberts

This year’s General Assembly will be “essentially what other people want to make it,” according to Undergraduate Association President Wells Eddleman. The GA’s first meeting of the academic year will be held tonight at 8 pm in the Sala de Puerto Rico.

“This meeting will set the tone for the rest of the year,” added UAVP Steve Ehrmann. One of the issues is a motion for GA endorsement of the Student Homophile League’s request for permission to hold a mixer on campus. The other issue mentioned by Ehrmann is not on the agenda but he expects someone to raise the question of the mode of student participation in the selection of a new president for MIT.

Explaining his belief that the meeting will set a pattern for the rest of the year, Ehrmann said, “Will the mood be constructive, or will somebody just move to censure somebody else?” Eddleman indicated that one of his primary objectives for the year will be to get the GA organization running smoothly in an adversary fashion. He added that he was interested in some ideas outlined last year by UAVP candidate Kevin George, such as the formation of student groups in a “task force format” to do research on specific issues. “Anybody is welcome to suggest efforts to support,” Eddleman said, “The GA does have some generalized project money.”

The GA and UAPV declined to predict what the political orientation of the GA may be. Ehrmann remarked, however, that he believed the GA would not take stands on political questions. “I don’t think that’s very useful to do,” he said. “It’s very easy to take a position, but 54%, 72% for tax cuts, abortions, etc. at dealer cost & less. (No tax on ANY discount prices) Plus free photo goodies, free education, free laughs, etc. What interests you? Call CAM-ERA SAR now at 527-0311.

* The Law School Admissions Test will be given on Sept. 24, at 8 pm in the Room 19-105, Undergraduate interested in the test should contact the Testing Service in Room 19-105 for information.
* There will be an open meeting of the Alpha Chi Omega Thursday, September 24, at 8 pm in the Room 10-303. For more information call x 2195, the GSC office.
* There will be an open meeting of the Alpha Phi Omega Thursday, September 24, at 7:30 pm in the Sala de Puerto Rico. For information, contact the Women’s Faculty Council or the President of Alpha Phi Omega.
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* A new course in natural ecology is being offered under the program of student-staffed courses. Lecture Monday and Wednesday 12:00 - 1:30; Room 306-017. Contact Tracy McClellan x3203 or 743-0648.

* Undergraduate Policy Seminar 9

Commodity Transport and Regional Development The Greensboro, N.C., region as a test case for the political economy of the use of the state's industrial policies and regional development programs.
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